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ALCE - Appetit� for Learnin�
Come� wit� Eatin�
ALCE is an innovative and participative project
that brings together women from various social,
cultural and ethnic backgrounds as well as two
different age groups.
Through a series of group activities that address
knowledge acquisition, capacity training, and
intercultural and intergenerational exchange, the
project aims to develop learners’ skills, build
durable networks and promote dialogue
between the various groups that make up
contemporary society.
ALCE - Appetite for Learning Comes with Eating is
a two-year Grundtvig Multilateral project under
the Lifelong Learning Programme.

�� ALCE projec� i� comp�e� of:

�� learnin� session�:

Active learning training course in 5

Exchange of knowledge on food,

countries

culinary traditions and healing methods

EU course about creation of cultural

Learning mobility

events

Organisation of cultural events

EU roadmap of cultural events

The creation of a recipe book

Creation of a recipe book and a

Establishing principles for effective

pedagogical Manual

intercultural and intergenerational
knowledge sharing

ALCE’S mai� objective�:

ALCE’S targe� group�:

Promoting the integration of social

Native senior women

groups subject to multiple discrimination

Young migrant women

Promotion of acquisition of key

Trainers

competences through non-formal
learning processes
Fostering intercultural and
intergenerational dialogue
Exchanging culinary traditions
and natural curative methods

